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Introduction to Simulation
Basic particle systems
Time integration (simple version)
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Physically Based Animation
Generate motion of objects using numerical
simulation methods
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Physically Based Animation
From the 2002 ACM SIGGRAPH Symposium on Computer Animation
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Abstract
This paper describes a real-time technique for generating realistic
and compelling sounds that correspond to the motions of rigid objects. By numerically precomputing the shape and frequencies of an
object’s deformation modes, audio can be synthesized interactively
directly from the force data generated by a standard rigid-body simulation. Using sparse-matrix eigen-decomposition methods, the deformation modes can be computed efficiently even for large meshes.
This approach allows us to accurately model the sounds generated
by arbitrarily shaped objects based only on a geometric description
of the objects and a handful of material parameters. We validate our
method by comparing results from a simulated set of wind chimes
to audio measurements taken from a real set.
CR Categories:
I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational
Geometry and Object Modeling—Physically based modeling;
I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and
Realism—Animation; I.6.8 [Simulation and Modeling]: Types of
Simulation—Animation; H.5.5 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Sound and Music Computing—Signal analysis, synthesis,
and processing
Keywords:
Sound modeling, physically based modeling, simulation, surface vibrations, dynamics, animation techniques, finite
element method, modal synthesis, modal analysis.

Figure 1: A synthetic environment containing a set of simulated
wind chimes. Both the motion of the chimes and the corresponding
audio can be computed at interactive speeds.

1 Introduction
One of the central goals for the field of computer graphics is the
compelling portrayal of realistic synthetic environments. However,
generating convincing animations of scenes such as that shown in
figure 1 requires depicting not only the visual aspects of the scene,
but its audio components as well. While constructing a soundtrack
by hand often provides a feasible option for animations that are generated off line, interactive applications increasingly rely on physically based simulation techniques to generate animated motions in
real-time and these applications require methods for generating the
corresponding audio in real-time as well.
One class of simulation method that has found widespread use
in real-time applications is rigid-body simulations. Because rigid
bodies are made up of incompliant materials, they experience only
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small-amplitude deformations during interactions with their environment. Explicitly discarding these small deformations allows
rigid-body simulators to model a system’s remaining degrees of
freedom efficiently. However, although visually insignificant, it is
the vibration of these small-amplitude deformations that generates
the sounds heard from these objects.
This paper describes a real-time technique for generating realistic and compelling sounds that correspond to the motions generated by rigid-body simulation methods. Precomputing the shape
and frequencies of an object’s deformation modes allows that object’s vibrational response to contact forces to be efficiently computed at runtime. The vibrational response is then used directly
to compute the corresponding audio. Our technique computes an
object’s deformation modes numerically by performing an eigendecomposition of the system matrices from a finite element model
of the object. This approach allows us to accurately model the
sounds generated by arbitrarily shaped objects based on a geometric description of the object and a handful of material parameters.
The diagram in figure 2 provides an overview of this process.

2 Background
The technique presented in this paper is closely related to previous
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Particle Systems
Single particles are very simple
Large groups can produce interesting effects
Supplement basic ballistic rules
Collisions
Interactions
Force fields
Springs
Others...
Karl Sims, SIGGRAPH 1990
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Particle Systems
Single particles are very simple
Large groups can produce interesting effects
Supplement basic ballistic rules
Collisions
Interactions
Force fields
Springs
Others...
Feldman, Klingner, O’Brien, SIGGRAPH 2005
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Basic Particles
Basic governing equation
f is a sum of a number of things

1
ẍ = f
m

Gravity: constant downward force proportional to mass
Simple drag: force proportional to negative velocity
Particle interactions: particles mutually attract and/or repell
Beware

O(n2) complexity!

Force fields
Wind forces
User interaction
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Basic Particles
Properties other than position
Color
Temp
Age

Differential equations also needed to govern
these properties
Collisions and other constrains directly
modify position and/or velocity
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Integration
Euler’s Method
Simple
Commonly used
Very inaccurate
Most often goes unstable

xt+∆t = xt + ∆t
ẋt+∆t = ẋt + ∆t
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Integration
For now let’s pretend f = mv
Velocity (rather than acceleration) is a function of force

ẋ = f(x, t)

Witkin and Baraff

Note: Second order ODEs can be turned into first order ODEs
using extra variables.
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Integration
For now let’s pretend f = mv
Velocity (rather than acceleration) is a function of force

ẋ = f(x, t)
Start

Witkin and Baraff
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Integration
With numerical integration, errors
accumulate
Euler integration is particularly bad

x := x + ∆t f(x, t)
Witkin and Baraff
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Integration
Stability issues can also arise
Occurs when errors lead to larger errors
Often more serious than error issues

ẋ = [ − sin(ωt) , − cos(ωt) ]

Witkin and Baraff
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Integration
Modified Euler
x

t+∆t

∆t t
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(ẋ + ẋt+∆t)
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ẋt+∆t = ẋt + ∆t ẍt

xt+∆t
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ẍt
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Integration
Midpoint method
a. Compute half Euler step

a
b

b. Eval. derivative at halfway
c. Retake step

Other methods

c

Witkin and Baraff

Verlet
Runge-Kutta
And many others...
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Integration
Implicit methods
Informally (incorrectly) called backward methods
Use derivatives in the future for the current step

xt+∆t = xt + ∆t ẋt+∆t
ẋt+∆t = ẋt + ∆t ẍt+∆t
ẋt+∆t = V(xt+∆t, ẋt+∆t, t + ∆t)
ẍt+∆t = A(xt+∆t, ẋt+∆t, t + ∆t)
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Integration
Implicit methods
Informally (incorrectly) called backward methods
Use derivatives in the future for the current step

ẋt+∆t = ẋt + ∆t V(xt+∆t, ẋt+∆t, t + ∆t)

ẋt+∆t = ẋt + ∆t A(xt+∆t, ẋt+∆t, t + ∆t)
Solve nonlinear problem for xt+∆t and ẋt+∆t
This is fully implicit backward Euler
Many other implicit methods exist...
Modified Euler is partially implicit as is Verlet
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Temp Slide

Need to draw reverse diagrams....
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Integration
Semi-Implicit
Approximate with linearized equations
V(xt+∆t, ẋt+∆t) ≈ V(xt, ẋt) + A · (∆x) + B · (∆ẋ)
A(xt+∆t, ẋt+∆t) ≈ A(xt, ẋt) + C · (∆x) + D · (∆ẋ)
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Integration
Explicit methods can be conditionally stable
Depends on time-step and stiffness of system

Fully implicit can be unconditionally stable
May still have large errors

Semi-implicit can be conditionally stable
Nonlinearities can cause instability
Generally more stable than explicit
Comparable errors as explicit
Often show up as excessive damping
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Integration
Integrators can be analyzed in modal domain
System have different component behaviors
Integrators impact components differently
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Suggested Reading
Physically Based Modeling: Principles and
Practice
Andy Witkin and David Baraff
http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~baraff/sigcourse/index.html

Numerical Recipes in C++
Chapter 16

Any good text on integrating ODE’s
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